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 Content Area / Grade Level 
 Science / 5th Grade 

 Course Title 
 5th Grade Science 

 Course Description 
 Matter and Energy Flow in an Ecosystem Is composed of five scopes. Each of these scopes provides the 
 students with an opportunity to build their knowledge and start forming ideas that will help them complete 
 their mission at the end of this bundle and build toward a complete answer to their Anchoring Phenomena 
 question. Students will begin by being introduced to their Anchoring Phenomena that introduces them to 
 their bundle mission to design a self-sustaining garden that provides food for the community. 

 Observing Our Sky Is composed of four scopes. Each of these scopes provides the students with an 
 opportunity to build their knowledge and start forming ideas that will help them complete their mission at 
 the end of this bundle and build toward a complete answer to the Anchoring Phenomena question. 
 Students will begin by being introduced to their Anchoring Phenomena that introduces them to their bundle 
 mission of designing a planetarium combined with a thrill ride that lets people experience and learn about 
 the Sun, the Moon, Earth, and the stars as well as the motions of Earth and the Moon. 

 Human Impact on Earth Systems is composed of three scopes. Each of these scopes provides the students 
 with an opportunity to build their knowledge and start forming ideas that will help them complete their 
 mission at the end of this bundle and build toward a complete answer to their Anchoring Phenomena 
 question. Students will begin by being introduced to their Anchoring Phenomena that introduces them to 
 their bundle mission to create a special TV news report that addresses the importance of freshwater on 
 Earth. 

 Interactions in Matter is composed of four scopes. Each of these scopes provides the students with an 
 opportunity to build their knowledge and start forming ideas that will help them complete their mission at 
 the end of this bundle and build toward a complete answer to their Anchoring Phenomena question. 
 Students will begin by being introduced to their Anchoring Phenomena that introduces them to their bundle 
 mission of designing a plan for cleaning up the water supply after a tsunami. 

 Scope & Sequence 
 https://app.acceleratelearning.com/scopes/14797/elements/705147 

 Literacy 
 https://app.acceleratelearning.com/scopes/14797/sections/104329 

 Westbrook K-12 Learning Standards 
 ●  Asking Questions and Defining Problems 
 ●  Developing and Using Models 
 ●  Planning and Carrying Out Investigations 
 ●  Analyzing and Interpreting Data 
 ●  Using Mathematics and Computational 

 Thinking 

 Guiding Principles / Vision of the Graduate 
 ●  A clear and effective communicator 
 ●  A self-directed and lifelong learner 
 ●  A creative and practical problem solver 
 ●  A responsible and involved citizen 
 ●  An integrative and informed thinker 



 ●  Constructing Explanations and Designing 
 Solutions 

 ●  Engaging in Argument from Evidence 
 ●  Obtaining, Evaluating and Communicating 

 Information 

 Expected Outcomes -  Expectations for students upon completion of the course. 
 Students will be able to prove that matter is made up of particles too small to be seen. 

 Students can list the properties of matter that can be used to identify different types of materials. List as 
 many insulators and conductors of electricity as you can in the T-chart below. 

 Students can describe the relationship between a change in state and the weight of matter. 

 Students can explain what will happen to the properties of sand and water when they are mixed 
 together. List the different signs that could tell you a chemical change has happened. 

 Students know where all the energy in plants and animals originally comes from. Students know what 
 would happen if animals didn’t get enough energy. 

 Students know that plants get the material needed for growth primarily from air and water. Students 
 know how this material helps plants grow. 

 Students know that food webs consist of plants, animals that eat plants, animals that eat other animals, 
 and decomposers. Identify when a food web might break down. 

 Students know what decomposers do. Know that matter moves between the air and soil and among 
 plants, animals, and decomposers that release waste matter back into the environment. 

 Students explain when an ecosystem is balanced and what can change the balance of an ecosystem. 

 Students know what pattern can be seen due to Earth’s rotation. Explain why shadows change their 
 length during the day. 

 Students know which star is closest to us. Explain why the stars in our sky don’t appear the same way. 

 Students will explain what causes the Moon to look different throughout the month. 

 Students will explain why the Moon and stars appear at different positions during different times of the 
 year. 

 Students will explain what Earth’s gravity does. Provide an example that shows that gravity exists. 

 Students know and are able to list as many parts of the hydrosphere as you can. Understand how the 
 hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere interact. 

 Students know how much of the water found on Earth is salt water and how much is fresh water. Be 
 aware of where most of the freshwater on Earth is located. 

 Students can comprehend the factors that have major effects on Earth’s water usage. Understand that 
 the way we use water affects land, vegetation, streams, and oceans. 


